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Cultural artIfaCts
In PortuGal
Music and Casinos
By William Thompson

P

ORTUGAL SOCIETY MAY BE DEFINED
with two words: emigration and immigration.
Once many centuries ago, in an age of discovery, Portugal commanded the largest colonial
empire in the world. However mismanagement became associated with a colonial
collapse and loss of worldwide resources.
People deserted Portugal, as ventures took to the high seas never
to return and economies fell as the state—the first nation in
Europe could not win battles with colonial rivals such as Spain,
France, and England.
Populations scattered, and those who remained retreated
into laments that were incorporated into a national folk music
that became known as “fado.” The word “fado” which means
“fate” or “destiny” incorporated a sad singer, usually a woman,
accompanied by two guitars, a 12 string Portuguese guitar, and
a traditional 6 string Spanish guitar. Lyrics brought forth a
widespread notion called “saudade,” a yearning for the past,
nostalgia for the companionship of those who had left, never to
return. Today the singing and songs remain as artifacts in the
clubs of Lisbon and other cities (particularly Porto and Coimbra) reminding both local residents and visitors that once
Portugal had been a dominant cultural bastion on the world
stage but remains as but an almost hidden
remnant of its past.
While “fado” speaks to a centuries old
mass emigration of peoples, it also speaks to a
yearning and feelings of emptiness that are
often captured on the insides of persons participating in gambling activities. Troubled
gamblers in the midst of long losing streaks
let past wins linger and draw them into continuous ruinous playing. They borrow excessively to the point that they cannot repay
creditors. They turn to gambling in order to
hide or forget unhappy life circumstances, to
avoid depression. Having gambling outlets

physically near to them exacerbates their troubles. Other social
problems seem to be tied to gambling activity they cannot control. Indeed the troubled gambler is a likely candidate to drink
excessively at a club featuring “fado” music.
While “fado” reflects a societal condition of “saudade” in
Portugal, the gambling enterprise while present for centuries in
Portugal is not one of a ubiquitous presence. One can point out
that the largest single lottery prize—180 million Euros on a nine
country lotto game—was won by a Portuguese resident. The
present day lottery has roots 233 years old. In 1784 a sweepstakes called Santa Casa de Misericordia de Lisboa was instituted
to raise money for the Royal Academy of Sciences, the Royal
Hospital and for orphans. Subsequently in 1955, the lottery took
on the title of Loteria Nacional, and in 1987, a new game—
Loteria Popular began. In 2004 all games were placed under one
organization—Jogos Santa Casa. Games then included the
international EuroMilhoes, and later online gaming, in addition to
sports betting and the most popular game TotoLoto. Portugal
lags in the development of horse race betting. In 2012 an effort
to begin tracks was initiated. It is projected that Lisbon and the
Algarve will have tracks in 2018 which will employ 6000 and yield
revenues of 300 million Euros.
The closest ties between gambling and conditions approaching “saudade” came with the introduction of legal
casino betting in 1904. The casino is a specific
place where one can hide away and indulge without being observed as he/she loses large sums of
money. Portugal now has eleven casinos, all but
one located near the Atlantic Ocean sea coast—
one being on the island of Madeira.
The first official casino was established at
Figuera da Foz, a beach town 120 miles north of
Lisbon. Portugal was still a monarchy—but not
for long. King Carlos and his eldest son were
assassinated in 1908, and one surviving son was
deposed in favor of a new democratic regime in
1910. The new government closed the casino.
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Over the next 15 years Portugal experienced severe political
instability as there were 44 difference governments. The casino
at Figuera da Foz was at one time opened, then soon closed, only
to reopen again. During the same period of time new casinos
were also opened at seas side cities of Espinho and Povoa de
Varzim, both close to Portugal’s second city of Porto. An era of
stability came following a military revolt in 1926. Two years
later, Antonio Salazar, an economics professor from the University of Coimbra emerged as the Minister of Finance, and four
years later became President of Portugal. He remained in power
as a virtual dictator for the next 36 years.
Portugal and Spain shared leadership similarities with one
pointed disparity. Spain’s dictator, like Salazar with right-wing
fascist leanings, was Francisco Franco. He came to power following a civil war with military support in the 1930s and remained
until he died in 1975. Salazar kept power until he had a stroke
in 1968. Salazar saw his role as supporting economic elites, and
in doing so he arduously kept Portugal as a neutral player in
World War Two. So too did Franco. Salazar’s economic policies
were very supportive of casino development and operations.
Under his leadership corporate combinations opened two more
casinos, one at Funchal in the Madeira Islands, and one—in

Casino Estoril is one of Europe's
largest casinos and one of Lisbon's
most glamorous nightlife
attractions.

1931—at Estorial, the major beach resort near Lisbon. With the
two new casinos, the original three casinos became year-round
operations as opposed to being seasonal. Franco, although of a
similar religious (staunch Roman Catholic) and moral persuasion as Salazar, looked differently at casino gambling. Spain’s
casinos had all been closed in the 1920s (the last at San Sebastian was closed in 1924). Franco kept a tight lid on all gambling
(except for the famous national lottery—El Gordo). His supporters did not dispute him although they felt differently. Within
two weeks of his death the Spanish parliament (a puppet organization under Franco’s thumb) authorized casinos throughout
Spain. Within a short time Spain had 17 casinos.
Salazar resigned following his stroke, and power passed to a
new right wing dictator, Marcelo Caetano. Salazar died in 1970.
In 1971 Caetano embarked upon a policy of developing the southern coastal area of Portugal, known as the Algarve. With outstanding beaches the dictator saw the region as a new tourist
resort. The time was right as English, German and Middle East
(Arab) tourists had been flocking to the Costa del Sol beach region
of Spain. Caetano saw the obvious: Spain did not have casinos in
1971. Caetano decreed that three casinos would be built in the
Algarve. Concessions were put out to bid, and a group including
American, Belgian, and Portuguese investors won three. In
1973 the first casino at Vilamoura opened, followed
the next year by casinos at Alvor near the Algarve’s
largest community Portimao, and Monte Gordo,
two miles from the river border with Spain.

The 21st Century welcomed the first truly urban casino
as Casino Lisboa opened in the Parque das Nacoes
at the north end of Lisbon in 2006.

While the political leadership of Caetano
opened the door to these three casinos, the door was
not held open wide. In 1974 a “bloodless” military
coup overthrew Caetano’s regime and ushered in a
new democratic government. In an almost reversed
condition from Spain, this new democratic government did not like casinos. At least it did not like
casinos controlled by business conglomerations.
While the casinos in the north (and Funchal
Madeira) remained operating as before, the Algarve
casinos were seized and put under government
ownership and control. Plans for expansion and
development of new tourist facilities (hotels, restau-

rants) and amenities were
shelved. The plans had
been advanced by the
private owners. With Socialism, Portugal’s Algarve lost a
chance to take away tourist patronage from southern Spain.
By the time capitalism returned to Algarve gaming, Spain
had begun to open its casinos.
In 1979, political winds blew against socialism. The
Portuguese politicians created a new private company to run the
Algarve casinos. They could not thrive, however, as the river near
Monte Gordo only offered ferry service until 10 p.m. (or earlier).
Casino gaming did not begin until early evening. Players who
may have taken day-trips from heavily populated Seville, fifty miles
away in Spain—deferred and went to other Spanish casinos. A
bridge was finally built in 1991, but as they say “too little, too late.”
The 21st Century welcomed the first truly urban casino as
Casino Lisboa opened in the Parque das Nacoes at the north end
of Lisbon in 2006. It was owned by Estoril-Sol a company led
by Chinese entrepreneur Stanley Ho who owned the Casino
Lisboa in the Portuguese colony of Macau in Asia. A minority
company, Amorim, owned one-third of the property. The opening marked the end of a century of opposition to a Lisbon casino.
Until the day of its opening there was fear that an urban casino
would be an unhealthy draw for young players as well as compulsive gamblers. Other casinos opposed the casino fearing its
competition. Indeed the dealers at Estoril went on strike in a
2005 protest. Casino Lisboa’s management promised them that
the workforce numbers could be reduced if competition hurt
wages. Several sites were rejected as undesirable before the site
at Parque das Nacoes was chosen. The chosen site was a building which had been the Pavilion of the Future” for the Lisbon
1998 World Expo.
Another new casino was opened in 2008, ironically in
Chaves—a very small city located away from the sea in the far
north of Portugal ten miles from the Spanish border. Local economic elites successfully pleaded that a casino could draw gamers
from Spain and also help grow the economy.
The 11th casino of Portugal was located in Troia a resort town
to the south of the Lisbon metropolitan area. It opened in 2011.
Before examining several attributes of the eleven casinos,
some common with other international casinos, others of a
unique quality, it would be appropriate to focus upon two casinos
which offer reasonable claims to being if not the largest, then
among the largest casinos of Europe. These are Casino Estoril
and Casino Lisboa. As indicated in the initial paragraphs of this
article, Portugal has seen its history guided by forces of emigration and also immigration. The two casinos speak to the forces
of immigration.
Chinese businessman Stanley Ho came of age in Macao
which was from 1557 to 1999 a colony of Portugal. Macao had
seen days of being “the” sin city of the South China region—
with prostitution, a drug trade, and open gambling. The government stepped in with casino regulation and a major assault

on the other “sins” in 1934. A single concession was granted to
operate gaming halls as well as horse and dog racing. In 1962,
the concession holder died, and Ho won a new monopoly concession. He greatly expanded operations adding many new
games and building new facilities with both gaming and hotels.
In 1970 he opened Macao’s Casino Lisboa, at the time the largest
hotel complex in all Asia.
In the 1980s he reached out his financial resources and purchased the gaming facility at Estoril. It was the casino closest to
the Lisbon population. He brought both new Chinese games as
well as dealers who spoke Chinese and Portuguese. After decades
of lobbying, the Lisbon government gave its approval for a new
casino in the major city of Portugal. When it came time to award
a concession, the Portuguese government decided to bypass its
own regulations and Ho was given ownership control (along with
the Amorim group). Portugal had been divided into gaming
zones, and each zone (informally) was allowed a single casino.
Lisbon was in the Estoril zone, so existing casinos pleaded that the
national law had to be changed and a new zone just for Lisbon
had to be created. The government denied the pleas. They pointed
out that the Algarve was also a single zone, but it was given three
casinos. With their ruling they added that no new concession was
subject to bidding, and as Ho controlled the existing casino in the
zone, he was given the new casino as well.
Emigration has led Portugal to its unique form of national
folk music, and so too has immigration brought Portugal its
defining moments in casino gaming. Casino Estoril offers its
gamers 1200 slot machines as well as over 50 table games. Casino
Lisboa has 1000 machines and 25 tables. Table games cover the
variety of games offered by the typical Las Vegas Casino and one
more. A unique Portuguese game is called “French Bank.” Three
dice are quickly thrown and players bet that they will have a total
number that is large (14, 15, or 16) or small (5,6,7). Separate bets
may be made on a total of 3. Ho also introduced a three dice
game from China called Cussec.
Ho’s economic power has grown casino gaming in Portugal,
almost to the extent that one can ask: was Macao really a colony
of Portugal, or was (until 1999) Portugal really a (gaming)
colony of Macao? ♣
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